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benefits of rotatinG CroPs

• Keeps the same nutrients from being depleted from the soil, year after year 

• Breaks pest and disease cycles 

• Can increase soil fertility, as some crops feed the soil 

• Benefits soil structure by alternating shallow and deep rooted plants

CroP families

In order to rotate crops, you’ll need to know what plant “family” each crop 
belongs to. Crops in the same family extract similar nutrients, draw similar pests, 
and get the same diseases. To rotate crops, group plants together that are in the 
same family, then move that whole group to a new location the following sea-
son. On a small scale, paying attention to plant families can mean simply avoid-
ing placing a crop directly where one in the same family grew the previous year. 

Plant families have scientific names that can be hard to remember. It’s not 
important that you remember the scientific name of each family – just keep in 
mind which crops are grouped together. Here’s a list of common garden crops 
and their crop family names: 

• Apiaceae: Carrot, Celery, Cilantro, Dill, Parsley 

• Asteraceae: Lettuce 

• Brassicaceae: Arugula, Broccoli, Brussels Sprouts, Cabbage, Cauliflower, Collards,  
 Kale, Radishes 

• Chenopodiaceae: Beets, Chard, Spinach 

• Cucurbitaceae: Cucumbers, Summer and Winter Squash, Melons 

• Fabaceae: Beans, Peas 

• Liliaceae: Leeks, Onions, Scallions 

• Solanaceae: Peppers, Potatoes, Tomatoes

sPeCial Cases

Small Gardens
A clear crop rotation is easiest to design in gardens with plenty of space to move 
crops from year to year. In smaller gardens, it can be difficult to keep track of the 
exact location of previous crops. It can also seem somewhat pointless to attempt 
to shift crops in a tiny space. For instance, does moving your tomatoes one foot 
away from where they were last year really benefit the garden in any way? As far 
as disease and pest problems go, probably not. But planting a crop with a different 
type of root growth could benefit the soil structure in that spot. No matter what 
size garden you have, paying attention to what crops have been growing where 
can benefit the garden as a whole, even if you don’t make a formal crop rotation.

How-To: Crop Rotation
Crop rotation, the practice of shifting types of crops from one location to another from year to year, benefits the  
garden in many ways. Learn which families your crops belong to, in order to create a crop rotation that will make 
your garden healthier over the long term. 

the shiloh peace garden is 
planted in blocks of crops  
in the same family, to make 
crop rotation simple

edible schoolyard  
pittsburgh students plan 
the garden
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Perennial Plants 
Some crops, like certain herbs and berries, come back year after year in the same 
place. How do they fit into the rotation? Perennial plants should stay in their 
spots from year to year. Perennials are a great addition to a garden; their roots 
break through compacted earth and help keep soil from eroding. Perennial herbs 
and flowers draw beneficial insects, and interspersed with annuals, they can cre-
ate an especially healthy diversity of plants. Just rotate crops around them.

Companion Planting 
Some gardeners use companion planting as a method for balancing nutrient 
uptake, pest and disease management, and soil fertility in their gardens. This 
type of gardening intersperses various crops, focusing on crops that are benefi-
cial “neighbors” to others. Companion planting can be used in place of, or as a 
compliment to crop rotation.

How-To: Crop Rotation

drawing a map of the  
garden helps with planning 
a crop rotation


